NAD TLT Coordinator Networking & Training Notes
7-12-2023

Presenter: Pastor Tracy Wood
Attendees: 25+ TLT leaders from conferences and unions around the NAD

TLT Staff Training Operations course links:
https://www.clubministries.org/pathfinders/tlt/

Opening Prayer

Agenda:

1. Networking – Sharing Plans from Conferences
   a. GYNC, Rasandy – Preparing for the 2nd TLT Convention in October. Providing some make-up for some of the TLTs that could not make it to the first TLT Conv. Setting up our Area Counsel – we have 3 areas in our conference. We are following the TLT Counsel outline: Area Coordinator, male and female mentors, club directors are advisory. Encouraging everyone involved to take the TLT Mentor Certification.
   b. SNEC, Kae – Just appointed at the end of April as the TLT Coordinators for the conference. Have the conf camporee coming up. We are planning activities for the TLTs who attend. Have a Q&A scheduled in October for the club directors.

2. NAD TLT Ministry Update – BTP Camporee TLT Service Projects Planning
   a. Reviewed the TLT planning pages on the www.Camporee.org website
   c. In 2024 we will open registration so TLTs can register and plan to participate with Service Projects for the Camporee and their Conference.

3. TLT Coordinator Training – TLT Training integrated into Conf Leadership Convention
   a. Discussed the need to move the Conference Leadership Convention towards the start of the Pathfinder year (usually in early September or even late August.
      i. Convention Schedule Handout and discussed components of the convention.
      ii. Convention Planning Team Handout.
      iii. Convention Workshop Grid Handout.
Closing Prayer

Next Meeting – Save-the-Date

**TLT Coordinator Networking & Training**
Date: Wed, Sept 27, 2023       Time: 8:00-9:30 pm (eastern)       Place: Zoom link will be provided